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Giselli was born in Espirito
Santo one of the costal states
of southeastern brazil.
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She came to Mumbai in 2008 after
having traveled and worked extensively
in Italy, Germany, France, Greece,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand and
Philippines. She began her acting career
in the Hindi Film industry, portraying the
role of the contemporary Punjabi girl,
Harleen Kaur, in Imtiaz Ali’s Love Aaj Kal.
There was rarely a fan or critic who was
not taken with the innocent portrayal of
the girl who saif woos in one half of half
of the movie.
In 2010, Giselli appeared on the
celebrated Brazilian television show,
Fantastico, speaking about in her home
in Mumbai and life in Bollywood.
She continues to believe that the sky is
the limit if she gives Hindi cinema her
best shot. For all the talk of crossover
stars and of people trying to make it in
hollywood, one day in the future the
world might recognize Giselli as one of
the first true examples of a genuinely
successful crossover actor.

She began her acting career in the
Hindi Film Industry,
portraying the role
of the contemporary Punjabi girl,
Hasleen Kaur, in
Imtiaz Ali’s Love Aaj
Kal.
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View Full Book
http://inega.in/models/female/anisa/
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Sufi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HT_79Fwngn4
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Cadbury Eclairs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyxWglVsE5E

Navratna Oil
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bEsrHQJu6zk

PC Jeweller
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJYt32BG2n0

Westside
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOi4m5KxKik
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Thank you for reviewing our talent
presentation. Please get in touch
with us for any additional content or
information that you may require.
Artist Representative

Gayatri Dixit
M: 91 9833550017
E: gayatri@inegamodels.com

Inega Model Management
T: 91 22 26040679
E: contact@inegamodels.com
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Inega was established in the early
90’s when it began it’s first venture
by producing the stage show, Grease
Lightening. It then went on to sourcing
international performance troupes
for events in India. The company later
pioneered a new ground in the fashion
industry when it opened the first ever,
International-Indian Modeling Agency in
Mumbai.
As Inega crosses its fifteenth year, it
continues to grow and now operates
through three divisions representing;
Models, Talent and Production. It has
also distinguished itself as a preferred
vendor for advertising agencies,
production houses, photographers,
motion pictures, magazines and other
agencies worldwide.
Our mission is to continuously provide
the best talent pool under one umbrella
and to deliver optimum value to the
companies that partner with us.

Inega’s unwavering
personal approach
to models and
clients provides a
boutique agency feel
that firmly maintains
Inega’s industry
position both locally
and internationally.

